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Moderato

VAMP TILL READY

The evening shadows fall,
The moon has hid his face,
The night birds softly call,
Stars begin to peep.

The moon is hanging low,
Come on my turtle dove,
The night is all a-glow,
Its time for making love.
Dixie land's asleep, Georgia moon is smiling at us
When I have you near Whip-poor-will is singing in the
from above. Pry-ing, spy-ing while were making love.
Cy-press tree. Join-ing in my song of melody.

If he is bound to stay, And does n't roll a-way, Then to him I'll say.
I'm going to steal a kiss, The moon will miss the bliss, So I'll tell him this.

CHORUS

Keep a roll-in', just a roll-in' a long, Old Georgia Moon. Won't you

Roll Along O.G. M. 8
stop your blink-in' wink-in' at my gal, I'll be gettin' jealous soon.

Keep a roll-in', just a roll-in' a-long,

I want to spoon. If you feel like being mean, Hang a-

round where you'll be seen. So just roll a-long Old Georgia Moon. Keep a Moon.
ROLL ALONG OLD GEORGIA MOON

CHORUS
(Melody in 2d Tenor or Soprano)

1st. TEN. (ALTO) Keep a roll-in' just a roll-in' a-long, old Georgia moon. Won't you

2nd. TEN. (SOPR.) Keep a roll-in' just a roll-in' a-long, old Georgia moon. Won't you

BARITONE (TENOR) Keep a roll-in' roll a-long

BASS (BASS) Keep a roll-in' roll a-long

stop your blink-in' wink-in' at my gal, I'll be gettin' jeal-ous soon. Keep a

stop your blink-in' wink-in' at my gal, I'll be gettin' jeal-ous soon. Keep a

roll-in', just a roll-in' a-long, I want to spoon. If you

roll-in', just a roll-in' a-long, I want to spoon. If you

Roll a-long I want to spoon

feel like be-ing mean, hang-a-round where you'll be seen. So just roll a-long old Georgia moon.

feel like be-ing mean, hang-a-round where you'll be seen. So just roll a-long old Georgia moon.
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